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Resource Information

URL: http://www.yeastgenome.org/

Proper Citation: SGD (RRID:SCR_004694)

Description: A curated database that provides comprehensive integrated biological information for Saccharomyces cerevisiae along with search and analysis tools to explore these data. SGD allows researchers to discover functional relationships between sequence and gene products in fungi and higher organisms. The SGD also maintains the S. cerevisiae Gene Name Registry, a complete list of all gene names used in S. cerevisiae which includes a set of general guidelines to gene naming. Protein Page provides basic protein information calculated from the predicted sequence and contains links to a variety of secondary structure and tertiary structure resources. Yeast Biochemical Pathways allows users to view and search for biochemical reactions and pathways that occur in S. cerevisiae as well as map expression data onto the biochemical pathways. Literature citations are provided where available.

Abbreviations: SGD, SGD LOCUS, SGD REF

Synonyms: Saccharomyces Genome Database, SGD LOCUS, SGD REF, Saccharomyces Genome Database

Resource Type: data or information resource, database

Defining Citation: PMID:24265222, PMID:12519985, PMID:9399804

Keywords: database, yeast, pathway, analysis, gene, nomenclature, predicted sequence, fungi, functional relationship, protein structure, bio.tools, FASEB list

Funding Agency: NHGRI, NHGRI, NHGRI, NHGRI, NHGRI
**Availability:** Free for academic use, The community can contribute to this resource, Non-commercial

**Resource Name:** SGD

**Resource ID:** SCR_004694

**Alternate IDs:** nif-0000-03456, OMICS_01661, biotools:sgd

**Alternate URLs:** https://bio.tools/sgd

**Old URLs:** http://genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces/

---

**Ratings and Alerts**

No rating or validation information has been found for SGD.

No alerts have been found for SGD.

---

**Data and Source Information**

**Source:** SciCrunch Registry

---

**Usage and Citation Metrics**

We found 1791 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [RRID](#).
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